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Abstract
The migration of scholars is a major driver of innovation and of diffusion of
knowledge. Although large-scale bibliometric data have been used to measure
international migration of scholars, our understanding of internal migration among
researchers is very limited. This is partly due to a lack of data aggregated at a suitable
sub-national level. In this study, we analyze internal migration in Mexico based on
over 1.1 million authorship records from the Scopus database. We trace the
movements of scholars between Mexican states, and provide key demographic
measures of internal migration for the 1996–2018 period. From a methodological
perspective, we develop a new framework for enhancing data quality, inferring states
from affiliations, and detecting moves from modal states for the purposes of studying
internal migration among researchers. Substantively, we combine demographic and
network science techniques to improve our understanding of internal migration
patterns within country boundaries. The migration patterns between states in Mexico
appear to be heterogeneous in size and direction across regions. However, while
many scholars remain in their regions, there seems to be a preference for Mexico City
and the surrounding states as migration destinations. We observed that over the past
two decades, there has been a general decreasing trend in the crude migration
intensity. However, the migration network has become more dense and more diverse,
and has included greater exchanges between states along the Gulf and the Pacific
Coast. Our analysis, which is mostly empirical in nature, lays the foundations for
testing and developing theories that can rely on the analytical framework developed
by migration scholars, and the richness of appropriately processed bibliometric data.

Keywords: High-skilled migration; Internal migration; Computational demography;
Science of science; Network science; Brain circulation

1 Introduction
The academic exchange of ideas goes beyond physical borders. As such, many scholars
are highly mobile, and their work contributes to technological and economic advances in
a number of locations over the course of their academic lives. There is a growing body
of literature that focuses on the migration and mobility of scientists and their impacts at
the international level. However, even though the geographic distribution of scholars is
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both an outcome of regional disparities and a key source of inequality of opportunities for
future generations, little is known about the drivers of these movements of researchers
within country borders. Understanding these patterns can shed light on important re-
gional deficits that identify areas of progress and opportunities for investment in human
capital. From the public policy perspective, it is in the interests of regional governments
to maintain a strong base of highly qualified scholars who can provide innovative and sci-
entific solutions to public issues and collaborate with the private sector. In order to do so,
regional governments should be aware of the underlying reasons for the migratory move-
ments of researchers, and the associated sources of attraction at the national and the global
levels. In order to identify these patterns, we propose an approach to study the internal
migration of scholars using Scopus bibliometric data. We present our methods for mea-
suring migratory movements, and discuss, as an illustrative case, the resulting network
models of scholarly migration in Mexico.

There are a number of complementary theories of international and internal migration
[1], and there is a continuous effort to create a bridge between disciplines in order to build
a more cohesive migration framework. Some theoretical migration studies have suggested
that migration that occurs within a country depends on the stages of its development
as a society [2]. Similar to the Demographic Transition theory [3], Zelinsky’s migration
transition model identifies five phases in which spatial and time-specific characteristics
(economic, social, and historical) determine mobility patterns [2]. Migration is studied by
looking at different origins, destinations, and directions of migratory events. Migration
estimates that provide a holistic view on the movements within a country would also fa-
cilitate the study of the temporal dynamics of a migration system from the perspective of
a theoretical migration transition model.

The size and the impact of research in Mexico is perhaps not as well-known as those of
other North American countries. According to SciVal 2010–2019 data,a Mexico has over
200,000 researchers (comparable to Switzerland) and over 217,000 pieces of scholarly out-
put (comparable to Singapore), with an average number of citations per publication [4] of
9.4 (comparable to China, Brazil, and Poland) and a field-weighted citation impact [4] of
0.91 (comparable to Japan and Iran). Despite these features, research in Mexico has been
an under-studied case in the scientometrics literature. Historically, Mexico has deployed
policies to attract foreign researchers through scholarships and professionalization, which
placed it at the forefront of Latin American countries [5]. Existing work on Mexico has fo-
cused on research production and collaboration [6]; on particular fields of scholarship,
such as computer science [7], physics [8], and health sciences [9]; and on Mexican re-
searchers abroad [10].

Mexico is also a particularly relevant case for conducting exploratory analysis of internal
migration, because most existing discussions on migration and Mexico are about migra-
tion from Mexico to the United States (US), even though between 2005 and 2010, inter-
state and intra-state migration accounted for 3.5% and 3.1% of the population, respec-
tively; whereas the rate of international migration was 1.1% [11]. The migration of Mexi-
can researchers abroad, particularly to the US, seems to be tied to differences in favorable
conditions of the labor market [12], and to changes in visa availability [13]. However, rather
than focusing on a loss of talent, or brain drain [14], public policy can concentrate on har-
nessing the flows of researchers who come to (or return to) Mexico [15], and, similarly, on
internal movers who can strengthen the domestic academic system.
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It remains unclear whether scholarly migration in Mexico has increased or slowed down
in the last two decades as a result of special socioeconomic conditions, such as govern-
ment spending on public institutions, social inequality, and the availability of alternative
jobs in the private sector. Domestically, there have been ongoing efforts by the govern-
ment to promote scientific research and development. For instance, a National System of
Researchers (SNI in Spanish) has been created in order to track and reward academic and
teaching contributions. Despite such policies, limited data availability has made evalua-
tions of current internal mobility among researchers difficult and problematic.

This study intends to contribute to the literature in two main ways: first, by re-purposing
bibliometric data to analyze internal rather than international migration; and, second, by
exploring the migratory movements of scholars in Mexico. Although our substantive focus
is on a specific country, the proposed methodological framework of re-purposing biblio-
metric data for internal migration and the proposed method of analysis are directly ap-
plicable to a broader context. We proceed, first, by describing the current state of tertiary
education in Mexico and the available data sources in Sect. 2. Then, in Sect. 3, we out-
line our methodology for adapting bibliometric data for migration research. We present
our results on the demographic analysis in Sect. 4, and our results on network analysis in
Sect. 5. Finally, we discuss and summarize our findings in Sect. 6.

2 Inferring migration patterns for scholars from census data
Mexico is composed of 32 states with specific natural endowments and economic infras-
tructures that enable them to accommodate over 126 million people. To better visualize
the states where the movements occur, we include a map of Mexico in Fig. 1. In this study,
we use two levels of aggregation: states and regions of Mexico. The latter are determined
by the geographic, economic, and social similarities of the states. In total, we distinguish
between five regions: (i) Northern states along the Mexico-US border, (ii) states in the
Center with comparable economic status, (iii) states along the Pacific Coast, (iv) states
surrounding Mexico City that share strong ties with the capital, and (v) states benefiting
from the industry and tourism of the Gulf of Mexico and the Yucatán Peninsula.

The data sources that can be used to study specific groups of migrants are particularly
limited. In Mexico, the National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics (IN-
EGI) collects information on the socio-demographic and geographic characteristics of the

Figure 1 32 states of Mexico grouped into five regions
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complete population every 10 years in the census, and through a large representative sam-
ple between censuses (five-year intercensus or population count). At an aggregate level,
the National Council for Population (CONAPO) of Mexico provides yearly estimates and
projections of internal net migration rates for the general population. However, the cen-
sus data have some important limitations. As the census information on mobility yields
transitions from the past state to the current state, we are unable to count the number
of mobility events that could have occurred in between. Therefore, we cannot obtain the
necessary numerators for computing internal migration rates, nor can we infer multiple
movements over short periods for the same person.

In the absence of bibliometric records, census data can be used to analyze the movement
patterns of highly educated people, such as those with tertiary education. This is possible
because census data contain information on an individual’s current residence relative to
their last place of residence or their location from five years before, as well as their last
attained educational level. On the educational front, Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the
share of population with tertiary education across different states in Mexico.b

The national shares, in gray, range from 10.9% in 2000 with an improvement up to 18.6%

by 2015. Overall, there has been an increase in the share of tertiary-educated people in
every state. While all states have experienced growth in the share of the population with
tertiary education, many still lag far behind the national average. This is the case for Chi-
apas, Oaxaca, Michoacán, and Guerrero, all of which are states along the Pacific coast
of Mexico. In several other states, such as in states in the North (in yellow), Querétaro,
Aguascalientes, Colima, and Sinaloa, the share of tertiary-educated people has increased
considerably. Unlike in all other states, in Mexico City – which, in addition to being the
capital, is an important center for social and economic activities, and is the home of many

Figure 2 Share of population with higher education by states in Mexico. Gray area reflects the share of the
total population with higher education between 2000 (lower-bound) and 2015 (upper-bound). Produced
from INEGI aggregate level data (2000 census, 2005 population count, 2010 census, and the 2015 intercensus
survey)
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Figure 3 Share of population with tertiary education who were in a different state 5 years prior to 2000, 2005,
2010, and 2015. Colors of states refer to regions from Fig. 1. Produced from extracts of IPUMS International
data (2000 census, 2005 Population Count, 2010 census, and the 2015 Intercensus Survey)

government offices – the share of the population with post-high school education has sur-
passed 30%, as of 2015.

We use the census microdata to focus on the movements among the population with
tertiary education. Using IPUMS International extracts from 2000 to 2015 on Mexican
census data [16], we exploit the information on the location of residence five years prior
among people who have a higher level of education. Figure 3 shows the fraction of individ-
uals with tertiary education who moved between two states (those who left the y-axis state
five years prior to the census year to move to the x-axis state) over the tertiary-educated
population of the destination state.

We can see that while there are movements from most of the states, Mexico City ap-
pears to play an especially important role, as it was a common origin of tertiary-educated
movers. Moreover, the movements appear to be regional, in particular within the states
of (i) the Gulf of Mexico and the Yucatán Peninsula (in blue), and (ii) Mexico City and its
surrounding states (in green), which can be seen by looking at the concentrated red colors
along the diagonal. However, using the census data to infer the migration rates of specific
subgroups of the population proves to be difficult and severely limited by the five-year
time span, even if the data are linked. On the other hand, the census provides information
on important individual demographic characteristics, such as age and sex, which are not
readily available from other sources like bibliometric data.
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Based on these observations, we can state that using census data to analyze the move-
ments of researchers would provide a general image of reduced movements of people with
higher education that is not necessarily indicative of the movements of scholars. In other
words, census data enabled us to observe the movements of tertiary-educated people, but
not the movements of the research-active scholars who presumably contribute to the cre-
ation and dissemination of focused knowledge.

3 Methodology of re-purposing bibliometric data for internal migration
In order to analyze the international migration of researchers, many studies have relied
on bibliometric databases. Recent studies offered proxies for place of residence [17]; pro-
vided information on bilateral international migration flows [18]; offered a methodological
framework for dealing with multiple affiliations [19], analyzed the movements of highly
mobile researchers and return migration flows [20], and studied the impact of migration
on different fields of scholarship in a country [14]. In particular, Scopus has been widely
used to analyze international mobility [14, 21, 22] due to its advantages compared to other
bibliometric databases. For instance, Scopus provides a wider breadth of records for a
number of disciplines [23] and offers a more reliable author ID, [24] which is considered
to be more suitable for tracking the movements of individual researchers [25].

The availability of large-scale bibliometric data allows us to track the migration of
researchers in a way that has not been possible with traditional sources of migration
data, like censuses and surveys. Additionally, bibliometric data provide standardized data,
which are suitable for comparative studies. The unit of the data is an authorship record,
which is the linkage between an author and a publication. The data that we use in this pa-
per involve 1.1 million authorship records of scholars who have published with Mexican
affiliation addresses in sources covered by Scopus. Using these data, we analyze infor-
mation for over 252,000 researchers across 32 states of Mexico and the changes in their
affiliation addresses over the 1996–2018 period. In the next subsections, we explain the
pre-processing steps, which are the key parts of repurposing bibliometric data for an anal-
ysis of internal migration among researchers.

3.1 Improving Scopus author IDs
We use the Scopus author ID [24, 25] to group the authorship records of individual re-
searchers and to detect mobility events. While most author IDs correctly disambiguate
individual researchers, and the Scopus author IDs are considered to be reliable for infer-
ring mobility in the literature [25], the Scopus author identification system is not perfect,
and there could be multiple distinct individuals sharing the same name (or similar names)
who have been incorrectly allocated the same author ID. Author name disambiguation
remains a challenge in scientometrics, although there have been many recent efforts to
tackle it algorithmically [26, 27].

The first step of our pre-processing of the data involves treating the authorship records
that are most likely to be impacted by the lack of accuracy in the Scopus author identi-
fication system. We extract all of the authorship records that are associated with more
than 276c publications (an average of more than one publication per month during the 23
years of our analysis period). We implemented an approach inspired by the state-of-the-
art methods in the literature [27] to further disambiguate the extracted set of authorship
records through a conservative approach of allocating revised author IDs. We explain our
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method briefly, while more information about the task of author name disambiguation
can be found in [27].

Our algorithm takes the list of authorship records of a single suspicious author ID and
compares every pair of authorship records on the list. For each pair, we check the similarity
of the author name (by comparing characters), the number of shared co-authors (on the
two authorship records), the article classification (discipline subjects of the publication
venue), the funding organization or grant numbers, and the affiliation addresses. For each
topic of pairwise comparison, we assign a score that is higher if the two authorship records
have similar traits, and a score that is lower or negative if they are dissimilar. We sum the
score into a single value, and calculate a distance matrix for all combinations of records
in the list. We obtain clusters of authorship records using the agglomerative clustering
algorithm in the scikit-learn software package [28], and assign a revised author ID to each
cluster of authorship records.

Among more than 250,000 distinct author IDs in our data, only 27 author IDs were
associated with more than 276 publications. However, these 27 author IDs accounted for
15,229 authorship records associated with 4207 distinct publications (note that some pub-
lications are shared between these authors). After applying our disambiguation algorithm,
we identified 130 disjoint clusters of reasonably similar authorship records to which we as-
signed 130 revised author IDs, instead of the 27 IDs allocated by Scopus. There were two
groups for which the Scopus author IDs were not changed. Upon manually investigating
such cases, we found particularly prolific researchers who happened to have authored over
276 publications each. The majority of the 27 groups of authorship records were broken
into smaller groups as multiple revised Author IDs were allocated to their records. We
manually checked some of the cases, and found that they were indeed authorship records
of multiple distinct individuals sharing the same name whose records were correctly dis-
ambiguated by our algorithm.

Our algorithm performs well for particularly suspicious outlier records selected from
the end of the publication count distribution. However, running it on all of the data would
not be helpful, because it was not designed to be a replacement for the Scopus author
identification system. The conservative idea behind the algorithm is that by default, each
pair of authorship records is from a distinct individual unless there is sufficient evidence
(of similarity) to the contrary. Running such an algorithm on other groups of authorship
records sharing the same author ID may incorrectly break the authorship records of a
single researcher into smaller groups, especially if the person has visible points of change
in their career; if, for instance, they have changed their academic name, discipline, and
co-authors.

3.2 Inferring states from affiliations using a simple rule-based algorithm
A second and highly important step of our data pre-processing is aimed at extracting the
state from the affiliation addresses of each authorship record. Affiliations are not standard,
and they vary substantially. Scopus breaks down these affiliations into the following vari-
ables: name of an institutional unit or department, name of an institution, street address,
city, postcode, and country. However, many of the fields may be missing. For instance,
some authorship records may contain only the name of an institutional unit (e.g., a re-
search group) without any address or postcode. Therefore, we first need to harmonize the
text data by removing accents and special characters, and by standardizing common ab-
breviations. Then, we use a simple rule-based algorithm that sequentially looks for each
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of the affiliation variables in dictionaries where the cities, postcodes, and names of in-
stitutions are mapped to their respective states. Specifically, we use as dictionaries data
from the Mexican Post Office [29]; the ANUIES inventory of academic institutions [30];
and CADIIP [31], an inventory of public institutions in Mexico. For addresses, the algo-
rithm looks for the name or abbreviation of a state within the string. As a result, for each
authorship record, we obtain up to five potential states based on the previous matching
process. Finally, we define the state to be the mode of the five possibilities, as long as it
is detected at least twice. In doing so, we exploit all the available geographic information
per record, rather than relying on a single variable. For 75% of the data, the states can be
extracted reliably using the mode state outputs of this simple, rule-based algorithm. How-
ever, for the remaining 25% of the authorship records, reliable states cannot be extracted
using the rule-based method, and a more sophisticated method is therefore required to
identify the states. In Sect. 3.3, we explain how we developed a neural network approach
to address this issue; while in Sect. 3.4, we discuss how this approach is applied to extract
the remaining states.

3.3 Developing a neural network and measuring its performance
We use the states obtained through the rule-based method as training data for developing
a neural network for inferring the states of the remaining part of the data. We use the Keras
library [32] with a tensorflow backend [33] in the Python programming language.

To assign a state to each row of the input consisting of a city, an institution, and an
address, we adopted an approach commonly used in sentiment analysis literature [34] for
predicting whether a sentence has a positive or a negative sentiment. Initially, we merge
the city, the institution, and the address into one string for each row of the input. Then, we
convert this string into a feature vector using a bag-of-words method with term frequency
inverse document frequency [35] as the normalized frequency of a given word in a given
row of the input relative to the frequency of that word in the whole data set. We use the
words with the 3000 highest relative frequencies as the input layer of the neural network.
The number of layers and the number of neurons of the neural network are depicted in
Fig. 4.

The layers are densely connected, and have a dropout rate of 0.25. The neurons of the
first layers use a rectified linear unit [36] as the activation function, while the output layer

Figure 4 A schematic representation of the neural network used for inferring states from affiliations
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uses a softmax activation function [37]. The softmax activation function converts the ac-
tivation of the output neurons into relative probabilities. The state that is assigned to the
output neuron with the highest activation gets selected as the predicted state. We fine-
tuned the number of layers, the number of neurons, and the dropout rate by trial and
error to achieve a high degree of accuracy on the test data, while keeping the network as
small as possible to avoid over-fitting.

We use the records for which the states were already obtained by the rule-based ap-
proach as training data for the neural network. Additionally, we manually labeled the
states of 2448 authorship records that were not only unrecognizable by the rule-based ap-
proach, but were especially difficult to predict, as they failed on multiple rules. We added
1574 (70%) of those manually labeled records to the training set. Using a five-fold cross-
validation, we obtained a median accuracy of 99.5% on this dataset. We then tested the
accuracy of the method on the remaining 674 (30%) of the difficult-to-predict records, and
obtained an accuracy rate of 96.2%. This could be considered a conservative evaluation
for the accuracy of the neural network.

3.4 Inferring states from affiliations using the neural network
We used the neural network approach described in the previous subsection to predict the
states of the records for which states could not be reliably obtained using our rule-based
approach. We took additional steps to increase the overall reliability of the predictions.
More specifically, we omitted a small fraction (less than 1%) of the total number of au-
thorship records for which predicting a reliable state was particularly difficult even after
using the neural network. Only the predictions with the lowest confidence scored were
omitted from the dataset.

In summary, the states for 75% of the authorship records were reliably extracted using
a simple rule-based method. The states for a remaining 24% of the authorship records
were obtained using a neural network with a high degree of accuracy. Less than 1% of the
authorship records were discarded because their states could not be extracted in a reliable
way using either of our two methods.

3.5 Detecting moves based on changes in mode states across different years
After extracting states for the authorship records, we obtained the most frequent state for
each researcher in each year. Note that, in some cases, a researcher may have multiple
modal states in a year. We consider a move only if the changes in affiliations are such that
the modal state of a researcher changes and the previous modal state disappears. For ex-
ample, let us assume that the modal state for a researcher in years 2001, 2003, and 2006 are
[Morelos], [Morelos, Hidalgo], and [Hidalgo], respectively. Our move detection algorithm
iterates over the years in which the author has publications (and therefore modal states).
When the algorithm reaches 2003, the modal state changes – it is a double mode – but the
previous state has not disappeared; therefore, we do not consider that modal state change
a move. Instead, we assume that the researcher is still affiliated with Morelos. When we
reach 2006, the mode has changed, and the previous mode has disappeared. Thus, a move
from Morelos to Hidalgo is recorded by the algorithm. To infer the time of the move, we
consider the mid-point of the two years being processed by the algorithm when the move
is detected. In the example above, the move-year is recorded as the average of 2003 and
2006. When the move-year is not an integer, we round it down to the closest integer.
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4 Results
4.1 General attributes of scholars in Mexico
One of the benefits of bibliometric data is that they enable us to conduct analyses at both
the individual and the aggregate level. For example, we can obtain a profile of the median
scholar in Mexico by looking at each scholar’s mobility status, and complement this in-
formation with migration rates for each state. The data resulting from the pre-processing
discussed in Sect. 3 allowed us to identify about 252,000 unique scholars in Mexico who
were active during the 1996–2018 period. However, a large share (about 57%, or 146,000
authors) of these unique scholars are individuals who only have one authorship record,
which prevents us from inferring their internal migration patterns. These one-time ob-
servations could be of scholars who moved abroad after publishing a single paper with
a Mexican address, or of individuals who did not remain active in academia in Mex-
ico. After removing these observations, about 96,000 authorship records are left, which
cover 22,000 scholars who have moved at least once. That is, when we group individu-
als into moving and non-moving categories, the data show that only 22.8% of scholars
who have published more than once also moved between states during the 1996–2018
period.

Three available characteristics of scholars are their academic age, number of publica-
tions, and total citation count. The publication dates allow us to compute the number of
years each researcher has been active. Academic age is obtained by subtracting the year of
an author’s first publication from 2019, in the spirit of [20]. In doing so, we assume that
scholars have not finished their academic trajectory, and that the first year of publication
can be thought of as the birth year of a scholar. Overall, the median academic age of the
scholars in our data is eight years, but the mobile scholars have a median age of 13 years,
while their non-mobile counterparts have a median age of eight years. Indeed, the mobile
scholars appear to be active for longer, which could be an artefact of having to build a
more solid track record in order to be eligible for opportunities to transfer from one in-
stitute to another. In terms of a crude productivity measure, the median mobile scholar
has five publications, whereas the median non-mobile scholar who has published more
than once has three publications. Additionally, we can obtain a total citation count by au-
thor for the available publications, and normalize it by the academic age. In doing so, we
control for the longer academic careers of some scholars. The median mobile scholar re-
ceived 2.25 citations per year, while the median stationary scholar was cited 1.5 times per
year.

A potential explanation for both of these productivity measures is that the typical mobile
scholar has a longer career because it has taken them longer to accumulate networks to
migrate to another state. At the same time, there could be a bias towards detecting mobility
from researchers with more publications. While the Scopus database contains authorship
records up to a certain date, the profiles of researchers are continuously evolving. Thus, the
measures can only be used to infer the presence of differences between these two groups,
rather than the magnitude of such differences.

Scopus data allow us to obtain complete scholar counts per year once we aggregate the
data per state. However, the publications may not occur in consecutive years, and the
bibliometric data can only offer screenshots at specific times. In the absence of an ob-
servation, we must assume that each scholar remained in the same state over the last and
following two years of a publication.e After all, obtaining positions in other states and mov-
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Figure 5 Scholars per capita in Mexico. The horizontal lines separate states that have experienced “No
Change”, “Progress” and a “Regression” in their relative position across time. For instance, a state in the
“Progress” category may have a density in the bottom 25% in 1998 but a higher density in the middle 50% or
higher later on. A state in the “Regression” category experienced a relative fall in its density of scholars: for
example, by being in the middle 50 % in 2009 and falling into the bottom 25% in 2016

ing is costly and difficult in academia. After these initial analyses, we aggregate counts of
scholars, and use separate CONAPO midyear population estimates [38] from each state
to obtain the density of scholars, as seen in Fig. 5.

For every year, each bar represents the number of scholars per 1000 people in a given
state, and its color indicates the state’s relative position in a given year, which allows
for comparisons in the presence of population growth trends. Over time, there is an in-
crease in the density of scholars per state that reaches a maximum of 1.8 per 1000 res-
idents of Mexico City. While many states remain in the same percentile, some states –
San Luis Potosí, Chihuahua, Hidalgo – experience an increase in the number of scholars,
and fall in the “Progress” band. There are still five states that do not fare as well as the
rest of the states, even if their scholar density increases, and thus fall into the “Regres-
sion” category. Within this group, only Colima and Tamaulipas have shares of the pop-
ulation with tertiary education that are higher than the national value in the last avail-
able year (Fig. 2). When we look at the states with the highest densities (in blue) in 2016,
we see Yucatán which, coincidentally, has a smaller share of the tertiary-educated pop-
ulation than the national average in Fig. 2. Therefore, the finding that a state has many
scholars does not necessarily imply that the state has high levels of education. More-
over, the differences in the factors that attract scholars seem to persist. For example,
in 2016, the density of scholars in Chiapas continued to be lower than that of Mexico
City.

4.2 Measures of internal migration
Our data set provides the history of movements over years, from which we can determine
whether a scholar has relocated to a different state. As the time that it takes to conduct a
research project and to publish the results varies by discipline, for many scholars, there is
a gap of years between each publication – and, therefore, between each potential recorded
movement. As such, the time span used to define the entries into and the exits from a state
may penalize scholars in areas with a typically lengthy publication process. Therefore,
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using the mid-point between the year of change in the state of affiliation, as mentioned in
Sect. 3.5, incorporates the assumption that movements to new affiliations are costly, and
that the publication process is lengthy. We use a one-year net migration rate, NMRi,t , of
movements of scholars from state i in year t:

NMRi,t =
Ii,t – Ei,t

Ni,t
× 1000. (1)

Overall, the net migration rates are calculated as the difference between the entering
(Ii,t) and the exiting (Ei,t) populations in state i between time t and t – 1, as a share of the
total population of scholars (Ni,t) in the state at the given time t. Scopus data allow for the
measurement of the numerators and denominators for the net migration rates of scholars.
In the absence of Scopus data, assuming that the scholars’ movements were similar to
those of the general population would be a serious limitation.

We included several additional modifications for the components of this rate. As we
mentioned previously, the numerator t is the year corresponding to the mid-point be-
tween the change in states of a scholar’s movement history. We removed observations
for which the total number of movements (entries and exits) fall within the lowest 15%

of observations, which removed cases that may not be representative relative to the
scholar population size. The denominator is the aggregate count of scholars used for
Fig. 5, which uses a two-year backward and forward filled technique. As a result, the
choice of filling locations limits the period for which migration rates can be computed
to 1998–2016. Finally, from this point onward, all rates are expressed per 1000 peo-
ple.

Figure 6 illustrates the net migration rates of researchers in 32 states of Mexico. The
net migration rates vary across states and within regions to the extent that we can start
considering that there are underlying characteristics beyond geography that cause these
disparities. Intuitively, a positive rate means that the entering researchers surpass those
who left, while the opposite is the case for a negative rate. Rates close to zero corre-
spond to situations in which there is no apparent loss or gain of scholars. That is, the
number of scholars who leave is mostly offset by the number of scholars who enter. As
academic institutions are bound by physical and budgetary constraints, there is a limit
to the number of scholars who can be attracted and expelled. Unlike population growth
rates, a consistently positive net migration rate of scholars may not be sustainable for some
states.

We can observe three patterns experienced by the states: (i) steady oscillations around
zero, (ii) downward or upward period-specific trends, or (iii) large variation. When we
consider the states of the Center, we see that in most of them, the rates fluctuate around
zero (Guanajuato and San Luis Potosí); but that in others, such as Zacatecas and Hi-
dalgo, the rates vary substantially. Consider the specific case of Aguascalientes. In re-
cent decades, the state has become an industrial and technology hub that has attracted
many universities and research centers. The initial downward but positive trend we ob-
serve in Aguascalientes may be the result of this industrial dynamism. However, with time,
the growth in research opportunities may have decreased as the migration rate now ap-
proaches zero.

When we turn to the states in the Gulf of Mexico and the Yucatán Peninsula, we see
that there are periods of substantial variation. Specifically, there are rates close to –100
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Figure 6 Net migration rates for scholars by regions

scholars per 1000 people. This means that there was a large-scale departure of scholars.
These substantial variations coincide with the first few years of the Scopus data, which
may be subject to a left-truncation such that our count of mobile and total scholars might
be lower than the actual number. Therefore, the variation we observe may be an artefact of
the lack of observed movements, so the results for the first few years of the analysis period
should be interpreted with caution.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, Yucatán shows steady rates of around zero for
the last years of the study period. We can focus on the states with the highest density
of scholars as of 2016 from Fig. 5: Mexico City, Morelos, Baja California Sur, Yucatán,
Baja California, Nuevo León, and Querétaro. Overall, their net migration rates fluctuate
smoothly at around zero. Some of the lowest migration rates in absolute terms are found
in Mexico City. It is possible that these states have already reached their capacity, but their
institutions are still able to offer academic placements to scholars. Therefore, the zero net
migration rates could imply that there is no brain drain in the states with the most scholars
per capita.

Mexico City and its surrounding states, with the exception of Tlaxcala, together repre-
sent a notable case, as their rates are all close to zero. Beyond the researcher population,
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these states act as a large metropolitan area in which the economic and human flows are
substantial. Unlike other regions, this area may be subject to overlapping characteristics
that drive the similar migration rates. Conversely, the Pacific coast is an example of a re-
gion with large differences across states. Jalisco, Michoacán, and Guerrero are neighboring
states, but each has distinct migration rates.

Overall, our analysis of the net migration rates is an example of how bibliometric data
can be used to detect details of the profiles of states that would not be visible when us-
ing alternative data, such as the census. Another perspective on the movements of schol-
ars is to focus on changes relative to the state of the first publication. Figure 7 contains
plots of the shares of mobile scholars who have moved to other states, by state of aca-
demic origin. Each row groups the states of academic origin within a given region. For
instance, the first plot of Fig. 7 shows that scholars who started off in Baja California
mostly migrated to states within the Northern region, and to Mexico City and its sur-
rounding states. There are cases in which the bars in the plot are missing; this occurs
when there are few migration movements. Specifically, the lowest 15% of the number
of movements within a state per year are dropped from the chart. That is, the empty
space is significant, as it indicates the states in which the migration of scholars is an ex-
tremely rare event. In states such as Durango, Aguascalientes, Zacatecas, Nayarit, Oaxaca,
and Tlaxcala, the processed data can detect substantive movements for the last decade
only.

Figure 7 suggests that there is a degree of selectivity in the inter-state movements in a
given state of origin. Scholars whose academic origins are in the Northern states tend to
move within the region, with the exception of Nuevo León. Although the Center states
are surrounded by all of the remaining groups, it appears that scholars in the Center
states are strongly attracted to Mexico City and the surrounding areas, as well as to the
Pacific Coast (for the case of Guanajuato). Most of the mobile scholars who come from
one of the states along the Pacific Coast or the Gulf of Mexico also prefer Mexico City
and the surrounding states. However, since these regions have many neighboring states
from other regions, there is some variation of preferences within regions. For instance,
scholars from Chiapas seem to prefer going to the Gulf of Mexico region which is in
line with the fact that it is the closest region other than Mexico City and the surround-
ing states. Similarly, Sinaloa is next to Durango, which belongs to the Northern states,
and many of its originating scholars constitute the yellow bars representing the Northern
states.

The least diverse outcomes are observed for the mobile scholars who began their ca-
reer in Mexico City and surrounding states, as most move within the region. Once more,
a potential explanation for this finding is that economic and political activities are cen-
tralized in Mexico City, and these developments have caused spillover connections to the
neighboring states. Unlike for all other states, the shares of scholars moving to each region
who began their career in Mexico City are similar. That is, even if scholars originated in
Mexico City, they tend to also move to other regions, which implies that the destinations
of those with their origins in Mexico City are not concentrated within one region. This
origin-destination analysis suggests that regardless of the scholars’ state of origin, Mexico
City and its surrounding states are preferred destinations.

The flexibility of the bibliometric data allows us to calculate additional migration rates
to infer changes in the intensity and the redistribution effects of internal migration. First,
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Figure 7 Destination of mobile scholars in each year by their states of academic origin. Panels show for each
state of origin the intensity of movements to other regions by year. Missing bars indicate years with a low
number of migration events of scholars of a given origin

the Crude Migration Intensity (CMI) measures the share of migration events relative to
the population size [39]. Then, the Migration Effectiveness Index (MEI) and the Aggregate
Net Migration Rate (ANMR) [39], measure the effect of migration on the redistribution
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of a population within the country. Formally,

CMIt = 100 × Mt
∑

i Ni,t
, (2)

MEIt = 100 ×
∑

i |Ii,t – Ei,t|
∑

i(Ii,t + Ei,t)
, (3)

ANMRt = 100 × 0.5
∑

i |Ii,t – Ei,t|
∑

i Ni,t
(4)

=
CMIt × MEIt

100
, (5)

where i denotes a region and t is the year of the movement.f The numerator of the MEI
contains the total sum of differences between the number of scholars entering (Ii,t) and
exiting (Ei,t) a given region i. The MEI measures the net migration balance in an area
as a share of the total number of individuals who moved either from, or away from, the
zone. When the MEI is large, for every movement, there is a large contribution of the net
migration rate, which means that migration is efficient in redistributing the population of
scholars. While the ANMR has the same numerator as the MEI, it is weighted by the total
population of scholars (Ni,t), and it can be expressed in terms of the CMI and the MEI. By
changing the denominator to the population of scholars, the ANMR becomes an indicator
of the general effect of population redistribution of moving scholars on the population, as
shown in its second specification. Finally, due to our data format, the CMI is computed
from the ANMR and CMI by rearranging equation (5). Otherwise it would be obtained by
the number of migration events (Mt), including those that enter and leave, over the total
population at risk.

Figure 8 shows values of the three indicators for mobile scholars for the 1998–2016 pe-
riod. The results of the CMI measure displayed in Fig. 8(a) shows that the country inten-
sity is between five and nine, and has a decreasing trend. However, when we look at the
intensity within regions, we see that the Center and Gulf regions experience the largest
intensities. In other words, these regions seem to be more dynamic than the rest of Mex-
ico as they experience more migration events after standardizing by their population size.
This finding is an alternative reading of the results displayed in Fig. 7, which focused only
on the shares relative to the origin state, rather than movements within the region regard-
less of the origin.g Mexico City and the surrounding states have the lowest regional CMI,
which suggests that controlling for scholar population size reduces the regional impor-
tance of mobile scholars. While Fig. 7 shows that many scholars prefer Mexico City and
the surrounding states, their contribution seems to diffuse relative to all scholars within
the region.

In general, the country MEI in Fig. 8(b) shows a downward trend, which suggests that the
movements of scholars are less efficient over time. When we examine the within-region
migration efficiency of scholars, we observe that the MEI measures are highly volatile, ex-
cept those for Mexico City and its surrounding states. In comparison to the rest of the
states, the low MEI from the Mexico City area suggests that there is a less efficient move-
ment of scholars within this region.

As expected, the results for the ANMR measurements shown in Fig. 8(c) are similar to
those in the MEI. However, the ANMR values suggest that the turnover of scholars as a
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Figure 8 Migration intensity indices, over time. Dashed line represent country indices

share of the population is much lower and stable for Mexico City and the surrounding
states. Overall, these results jointly suggest that the net migration level to the Mexico City
area is lower than the total volume of mobile scholars in that region, and, therefore, that
the level of population redistribution is low.

The results presented throughout the section highlight the versatility of bibliometric
data for demographic analyses of scholars. By re-purposing the data, we can create pro-
files for states based on their scholar population and their movements. Even when there is
heterogeneity within the regions, states with higher scholar density tend to have migration
rates around zero, which suggests that there is a brain balance, rather than gain or drain.
However, even when we use intensity measures, we cannot analyze between-region pat-
terns from a demographic standpoint. The following section contains a network analysis
that provides a complementary perspective to help us better understand the mobility of
scholars.

5 Internal migration as a network
The data from scholars who have moved between different states can be used to create a
migration network by representing each state as a node, and creating a directed edge (i, j)
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for each mobility event from state i to state j. Creating such a migration network enables
us to analyze the system of scholarly internal migration in Mexico as a whole. We have
made the data publicly available in a FigShare data repository [40].

5.1 Networks and their temporal dynamics
Figure 9(a) shows the direction and the magnitude of migratory movements of scholars
in Mexico between 1996 and 2018. The five states that send the most scholars include
Mexico City, the State of Mexico, Morelos, Nuevo León, and Guanajuato, respectively
(these are also the states that receive the most scholars, and in the same order, except
that Guanajuato outranks Nuevo León). These five states represent the capital city and its
surrounding states, as well as the states that contribute the most to national GDP. As it
can be seen in panel (a) of Fig. 9, the two flows between every pair of states are mostly
reciprocal, with similar intensities (which means that the adjacency matrix of the directed
network is very close to being a symmetric matrix). Aggregating the flows for each node,
we see a similar pattern in node degrees. The in- and the out-degree of the same nodes
are strongly correlated (the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.999).

Mexico City has the highest incoming and outgoing flows of mobile scholars; i.e., its
flows are almost three times as large as the flows in the State of Mexico, which is the
second degree central node of the network. This is likely due to Mexico City’s political
and economic importance, and because it is home to many large national universities and
research institutes. There is substantial heterogeneity in the degrees of the nodes. The
states with the lowest in- and out-degrees are Nayarit, Tlaxcala, Colima, Durango, and
Zacatecas (in increasing order of degrees); their in- and out-flows are less than 0.02 of
those of Mexico City.

Subpanels (b)–(d) of Fig. 9 highlight the period movements of scholars between states.
Overall, the migration network of researchers has not only become more dense (from a
density of 0.08 in 1996–1997 to 0.5 in 2017–2018), but its edges have also become more
diverse over the past two decades. For instance, in more recent years, the states along the
Pacific coast (red) have had a greater exchange (purple edges) with states along the Gulf
of Mexico and the Yucatán Peninsula (blue).

5.2 Assortativity of networks over time
The degree assortativity of a network captures the correlations between the degrees of
adjacent nodes [41]. In many social networks, there is a tendency between nodes of a sim-
ilar degree to connect (assortative mixing by degree); whereas in many technological and
biological networks, high degree nodes tend to connect with low degree nodes (dissorta-
tive mixing by degree). Moreover, in some other networks, there is no correlation between
degrees of adjacent notes (random mixing pattern) [42]. In directed networks, the corre-
lation can be measured in four different ways by using either the in- or the out-degree for
the source and target nodes (in-in, in-out, out-in, and out-out). We measure the out-in
assortativity of directed graph G using Eq. (6) [41].

r(G) =
∑

j,k(ej,k – qin
j qout

k )
σinσout

. (6)

In Eq. (6), r(G) is the out-in degree assortativity coefficient for directed graph G. ej,k is
the probability that a randomly chosen directed edge leads into a vertex of in-degree j and
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Figure 9 Network of internal migration among researchers in Mexico in 1996–2018 in which intensity of
movements is shown by the thickness of the edges (a), three cross-sectional networks based on selected
one-year periods (b-d). Directions of edges are clock-wise and their colors are the mix of respective origins
and destinations (see the figure on screen for high resolution)

Figure 10 The out-in degree assortativity of the cross-sectional one-year networks showing an overall
increase over time

out of a vertex of out-degree k. The term qin
j (qout

k ) represents the excess in-degree (out-
degree) distribution [41] of directed graph G and σin (σout) is the standard deviation of the
distribution qin

j (qout
k ).

Figure 10 illustrates r(G) for the cross-sectional one-year migration networks. As it can
be seen in Fig. 10, the degree assortativity coefficient of the networks has generally in-
creased over time during the 1996–2018 period. This increase in assortativity can be ex-
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plained as the gradual transformation of the network from a dissortative mixing pattern
(r(G) = –0.45) to a random (less dissortative) mixing pattern (r(G) = –0.1).

In the first few years of the period under study, movements were mostly from low out-
degree nodes (states with small outgoing flow) to high in-degree nodes (states with large
incoming flow), and from high out-degree nodes to low in-degree nodes. Given the strong
correlation between the in- and the out-degrees of the same nodes, all four types of degree
assortativity measures show similar increases, albeit with minor differences (in-in, in-out,
and out-out plots are not shown to avoid redundancy). Therefore, we can say that the
majority of flows in the first few years were from states with low flows to states with high
flows, and vice versa.

However, over the last few years, the degrees of adjacent nodes are hardly correlated.
The mixing patterns of the networks in more recent years display less dissortativity, and
instead indicate that researchers are circulating between the states, irrespective of their
degrees. This observation suggests that the mixing pattern of the network is affected by a
relative increase in mobility between states with similar flow intensities (low-flow to low-
flow and high-flow to high-flow) in the past two decades.

5.3 Community structure induced by the dynamics of flows
To detect communities in networks, different approaches (and algorithms) can be used.
According to Fortunato and Hric [43], these approaches belong to five categories: opti-
mization, statistical inference, dynamics, consensus clustering, and spectral methods. As
the edges in our migration networks represent flows between states, we expect that de-
tecting and analyzing communities based on the dynamics of the flows may reveal a more
meaningful structure. InfoMap is a popular algorithm for detecting communities from the
dynamics category [44], which relies on random walk dynamics in the network, and on the
intuition that a hypothetical random walker stays in the dense regions of the network for
a longer period of time. For running InfoMap, we use the MapEquation software pack-
age [45, 46] to detect how the flows between the states lead to the formation of network
communities between them. The network communities could be thought of as different
components of the Mexican scholarly migration system, which are revealed due to the
heterogeneity of the flows.

For this purpose, we have created an alluvial map [45] of the network flows and com-
munities over time, which is illustrated in Fig. 11 (99% of the total flow is shown). The
height of each community is proportional to its total flow. The structure of these commu-
nities clearly shows a dense core, with relatively few nodes accounting for the majority of
the total flows, and an outlying, loosely connected periphery made up of a relatively large
number of nodes accounting for a small portion of the flows. Such a network structure is
referred to as a core-periphery structure [47].

As it can be seen in Fig. 11, there were eight communities in the migration network in
1996. The core was made up of 14 states listed in the figure. The other communities in 1996
were smaller, and were made up of at most three states (as shown in Fig. 11). Most of the
communities of 1996 have a dynamically changing flow over different years, and therefore
break into smaller groups over time, which join back together in some years. For instance,
the community shown in dark blue is made up of Baja California, Baja California Sur, and
Coahuila in 1996. This community breaks into different groups the next year, and then
reforms to its previous state one year later. By 2018, Baja California and Baja California
Sur are together in a two-node community.
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As the dynamics of flows in some other communities are more volatile, their nodes may
break off at some point, and never again form a community. For instance, Nuevo León,
Jalisco, and Chihuahua formed a three-node community in 1996, which is shown in dark
red. The three nodes then diverge into different groups. Eventually, in 2018, each of them
is a part of a different community, possibly with other states. In 2018, the number of com-
munities increases to 16, and the core community becomes smaller, both in terms of the
relative share of the annual flow (represented by height) and the number of nodes, which
is reduced to five (states are listed in the figure).

6 Discussion and summary
This project was undertaken to analyze the internal migration of researchers within a
country, and to enhance and evaluate the potential suitability of bibliometric data for such
an analysis. After investigating what is achievable within the limits of classic sources of mi-
gration data, such as surveys and censuses, we outlined a detailed methodological frame-
work for re-purposing bibliometric data for studying internal migration.

Our framework involves an author name disambiguation method that enhances the
quality of author identification offered by the provider of bibliometric data, and ascertains
its accuracy in identifying the publications of the same author by treating the outliers. An
initial step of our proposed method involves a parsimonious rule-based algorithm that
infers states from affiliation addresses. The output of this step, combined with manually
tagged data, is then used to train a neural network for predicting the states for the rest of
the data. The produced state variable is used, as the sub-national level of data aggregation
on which the locations of researchers are inferred over a number of years. The final step
of our methodological framework deals with detecting migration events from changes in
modal states of affiliations. While we illustrated this methodological framework for the
case of Mexico, this approach is applicable to a broader context.

In an effort to bridge the gap between demographic methods and the literature on the
migration of scholars, we estimated key internal migration measures over time, such as
the net migration rate, the migration effectiveness index, and the aggregate net migration
rate. To the best of our knowledge, these types of estimates have not previously been pro-
duced using bibliometric data. Substantively, we provided a detailed picture of scholarly
migration within Mexico, we showed patterns of movements by origin and destination
over time, and we offered comparisons of the states and regions with respect to scholarly
migration.

We also modeled the movements of researchers as a network, which enabled us to ana-
lyze them holistically, and to evaluate their progression through time. Using the degree of
the nodes, we identified the symmetry of pairwise flows of opposite direction, and the het-
erogeneity that exists at the level of flows between the states. Using degree assortativity, we
explained the temporal changes in the correlations of the in- and the outflows between the
states, and how the movements between states with similar total flows have increased rela-
tively over time. We documented a core-periphery structure in the network, and explored
its dynamics through detecting network communities induced by the changes in the flows
between states. The analysis revealed a system whose core community has decreased in
both size and total flow over time, while smaller peripheral nodes gained a larger share of
the network flow and formed their own communities.

The changes observed in patterns of scholarly migration between states can be viewed
from the perspective of a theoretical model like Zelinsky’s migration transition model [2]
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introduced in Sect. 1. Although Zelinsky’s model is based on a general population of mi-
grants, it may have a bearing on mobile sub-populations such as scholars, as we argue
that their mobility could change with respect to the developmental stages of the society.
The initial patterns of migration between rural and urbanized states for the first few years
of the period under study (Fig. 9 (a)) was followed by an increase in assortativity, under
which flows between nodes of similar degrees (including high-degree nodes) grew in rel-
ative terms (Fig. 10). This suggests that mobility among scholars in Mexico might have
been experiencing a phase similar to Zelinsky’s late transitional society [2]. The assertion
of the theory is that at this stage, there is a relative increase in migration between urban
centers. This, in turn, results in circular migration within a single metropolitan region of
the network. With our current analysis, we cannot test whether broad mobility theories,
like the migration transition model, also apply to scholars. Similarly, providing conclusive
evidence on how the trajectory of scholarly migration is similar to or different from the
experience of the general population is beyond the scope of this article. However, we be-
lieve that our analysis, which is mostly empirical in nature, lays the foundations for testing
and developing theories that can rely on the analytical framework developed by migration
scholars, and the richness of appropriately processed bibliometric data.

By offering novel methodological contributions, our work demonstrates that large-scale
longitudinal bibliometric data could be harnessed to obtain valuable insights into the in-
ternal migration patterns of scholars when coupled with an algorithmic method for pro-
ducing a sub-national level for data aggregation. Among other contributions, we docu-
mented (i) that mobile scholars, on average, publish more and have higher citation counts
than non-mobile scholars; (ii) that there is substantial heterogeneity in net migration rates
across states, but that Mexico City and the surrounding states maintain a position of cen-
trality as key areas that attract scholars from all regions of Mexico, and send scholars to
all states; (iii) that, overall, the crude migration intensity and the migration effectiveness
index for scholars have declined over time, which could indicate that the redistribution of
scholars in Mexico has decreased in the past two decades.

More broadly, we leveraged demographic techniques to provide extensive results on
scholarly migration in Mexico, a topic that has been understudied despite the consider-
able size and impact of the country’s research. The methodological framework proposed
in this study aims to facilitate organizing data and information about the migration of
scholars that can be used to evaluate the likelihood of alternative hypotheses, and to build
the foundations of a theory of scholarly migration.

While standard demographic measures, such as net migration rates, are essential for
quantifying migratory movements, a more comprehensive picture of scholarly migration
is obtained by additionally drawing from network approaches. Demographic and network
approaches complement each other in providing a more comprehensive view on the dy-
namics of scholarly migration that is consistent with the transitional nature of migration
systems. For example, while we observed a general decreasing trend in the crude migra-
tion intensity over the past two decades, we also found that the migration network has
become more dense and more diverse, and has been characterized by increased exchanges
between the states along the Gulf and the Pacific Coast. The combination of methods and
data that we present opens up new opportunities for developing a theoretical framework
for understanding scholarly migration within country boundaries.
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Endnotes
a SciVal is a research profiling system and a web-based analytics solution provided by Elsevier www.scival.com

(accessed on 25/06/2020)
b Aggregate data were obtained from INEGI [48], which defines higher education as technical or commercial studies

with concluded high school studies, professional studies (bachelor’s degree or equivalent), specialties, master’s
degree, or PhD.

c While this number is not chosen through a rigorous scientific process, we remind the reader that the aim here is to
consider a threshold for particularly suspicious authorship records whose size could vary depending on the quality
of the author disambiguation method used by the provider of the bibliometric data. Given the very small fraction of
such records in the Scopus data, this process would not change our substantive results and discussion. Nonetheless,
we apply a healthy degree of skepticism to ensure a sound data analysis that starts with a treatment of outliers.

d The confidence score is the activation of the neuron with the highest activation in the softmax output layer.
e Essentially, we fill backwards and forwards the two neighboring missing values around a publication year. Due to

this padding, the effective sample when using scholar counts is reduced to 1998–2016.
f We extend the time-invariant measure in [39] into a time series.
g For example, the North CMI is composed of the yellow bars of states that belong in the Northern region, and of the

yellow bars from researchers who did not start off in this region but eventually moved within it.
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